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Employee Training And Development
ENKA believes in the need to invest in its employees, all of whom possess the knowledge
and qualities needed in their own fields of work,
if it is to perpetuate its existence and become
even stronger. By creating a culture which promotes the achievement both of its own organisational goals and of the individual goals of its
employees, the company aims to increase motivation and cooperation among its productive workforce and at
the same time provide better working
environments.
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Academy since it was established, involving
more than 1,300 participants.
Aside from ENKA Academy, the training departments established under ENKA’s projects, which operate in close contact with
the Istanbul Headquarters, have provided a
total of more than 7.5 million person-hours of
training to date. This training has contributed
to the development
of local communities
in the countries in
which ENKA has undertaken contracts.
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prepared by its own experts and by academic they need to learn about new technologies,
institutions and leading training companies in methods and techniques quickly and easily. In
the sector. In 2017, about 200 hours of training addition, as part of its R&D activities, ENKA
and about 2,250 person-hours of social skills Systems supports employees studying for
(competencies) training were given. Over 700 higher degrees and doctorates. Employees
hours of training has been provided by ENKA who complete their higher degrees and doctorates are rewarded at predetermined rates.

MILLION

PERSON-HOURS

Çimtaş: “We are at the Factory with our Families” Event
One of the social activities which the Çimtaş Group conducts with its employees is called
“We are at the Factory with our Families”. This is a traditional annual event during which
both the employees and their families are given a technical tour of the factory, and a
painting competition on the topic of Health, Safety and Environment at Work is organised for children of Çimtaş employees attending primary and middle school. The aim is to
raise awareness about health, safety and environment from an early age. As always, the
pictures painted by the children who won the painting competition in 2017 will feature on
the Çimtaş calendar for 2018.
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Employee Training

Training of Employees in the Field

The total number of hours of training and the hours of training per person provided to employees at ENKA Headquarters in 2017 are shown in the tables below. ENKA provides equal
training opportunities to all its employees to support the development of their professional and
social skills.

ENKA plans and implements programmes,
which develop both the professional skills and
the social skills of its personnel employed on
the projects it has undertaken. In this way, it
seeks to meet the needs and expectations of
the projects in question and develop the competencies they require. For the employees, this
represents a valuable opportunity to acquire
the ability to work in different areas and to
benefit from a wider variety of job opportunities in the future.

Personnel Training Hours by Category of Gender at ENKA Headquarters
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Women

Men

Total Hours of Training

1,450

2,707

Training Hours Per Employee

9.06

9.08

provided for the benefit of the employees
of subcontractor and supplier firms working
on ENKA worksites. In the reporting period,
approximately 12,225 person-hours of skills
development and pre-manufacture quality
briefings and 1,025,123 person-hours of HSE
training were provided to a total of 19,459 personnel working on ENKA İnşaat projects.

Employee Training at Çimtaş
In line with its goals for continuous development, Çimtaş identifies the training and development activities needed to improve the
existing competencies and qualities of its
employees, prepare them for the future and
ensure their personal, administrative and professional development, then implements these
activities and evaluates their effectiveness. An
average of 50 hours of training per person was
provided for white-collar staff and 53 hours
for blue-collar staff across all the Çimtaş group
companies in 2017.

In all ENKA’s projects, project-specific training
plans are drawn up and implemented with the
aim of ensuring that members of the field team
at all levels are able to receive the training they
need. The training plans consist of four stages:
orientation, skills development, pre-manufacture quality briefings, and health, safety and
environment (HSE) training.
In addition to all ENKA personnel working
in the field, these training activities are also

Personnel Training Hours by Category of Employee in the Çimtaş Group
Hours of Training Per Employee at ENKA Headquarters by Category of Employee
White Collar

9.2
7.8

Deputy
General
Director

9.2

9.1

9.6

8.0

Executive
Board
Member

8.8

Senior
Expert

Section
Chief

Coordinator

Manager

Deputy
Manager

Administrator

Hours of
Training
(Person-hours)

Average Hours
of Training Per
Person

Hours of
Training
(Person-hours)

Average Hours
of Training
Per Person

Çimtaş Steel

6,474.8

35

16,959.2

48

Cimtas Pipe

18,444.7

50

34,595.6

48

Cimtas Ningbo

6,830.5

60

14,451.5

52

Çimtaş
Precision
Machining

9,599.4

93

16,693

79

Çimtaş
Shipyards

31.9

1

2,332.1

65

41,381.3

50

85,031.4

53

9.2

7.3

Expert

Blue Collar

Çimtaş Group
TOTAL
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ENKA Business Coaching
ENKA is planning to train and prepare members of its senior management
who are willing to share their knowledge and skills with younger employees,
and who are well versed in the culture of the company, as “ENKA coaches”.
After receiving this training, it is envisaged that the ENKA Coaches will provide mentoring to those staff members who are allocated to them. In this way,
they will contribute to the development of the company workforce, which is
its most important asset.
ENKA regards those of its employees who are nearing the ends of their
working lives as valuable members of the ENKA Family. In order to facilitate
the management of career endings due to retirement, and to make it possible
to pass on long years of corporate experience to new generations, ENKA
plans to include these employees in its internal coaching programme, and is
preparing a training programme for this purpose.

Health and Safety at Work
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Occupational Health and Safety
Management
The most important target of all for ENKA
and its subsidiaries is that all employees
should be able to get back to their homes
safe, sound and healthy. Health and Safety
is addressed with equal seriousness wherever the name of ENKA is visible. For this
purpose, everybody within the boundaries
of the worksite, including subcontractors,
is considered an ENKA employee and is
subject to the same standards.

ENKA Business Coaching Cycle
Communicate

Examine
Results

Identify
Aims

ENKA Coach

Follow
Up

Prepare

ENK A
İ n ş a at
(including
ENK A
Headquarters, all ENKA İnşaat projects
and ENKA subsidiaries ENKA Teknik and
TİTAŞ), ENKA Power, Cimtas Pipe, Çimtaş
Steel, Çimtaş Shipyards and Çimtaş
Precision Machining all possess OHSAS
18001 certificates and have established
and operate their occupational health and
safety management systems accordingly.
These management systems rest on the
foundations of a strong management
commitment, occupational health and
safety policies and procedures drawn up
in line with this commitment, training plans

developed in conformity with the procedures, and an effective audit and inspection system. Based on the results of audits
and inspections, the entire management
system is reviewed periodically with improvements made constantly.
ENKA believes that with the right outlook,
planning and effective practices, it can
prevent all accidents. Its commitment to
“Zero Accident” is a strong and resolute
policy that begins with the senior management and is declared to employees at all
levels together with other stakeholders.
By nature, construction activities are
globally considered to be high risk jobs.
As ENKA’s main line of business is construction, all its occupational health and
safety measures and precautions are implemented with extreme cautious and
sensitivity. The occupational health and
safety management system at ENKA
İnşaat adopts the pro-active approach as
its primary approach, and all works begin
with the identification, assessment and
management of occupational health and
safety risks. The risk assessments are carried out in line with the Risk Assessment

